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At ASG Leasing, we are committed to 

our mission, to make leasing simple,

for all. This is why we have created 

a series of documents to shine a light 

on all the premises of operational leasing! 

These documents were created

after a thorough market research

and have as an objective to make 

you understand what leasing is

and how it works. 

Once you grasp that - everything else

is simple!

Leasing.
Simple.
For all.
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So, how is the monthly lease
calculated ?

Value of the vehicle leased
As all of our leasing vehicles are brand new, one of the most important
factors on establishing the monthly lease rate is the value of the vehicle.
The more expensive the vehicle is, the higher the rate will be. 

Fortunately we are living in an age of many quality options. With the
network and guidance of ASG Leasing, you will be able to minimise cost
and maximise efficiency on your leasing contract! 

Insurance
All of our leasing contacts come with an insurance that covers
all third parties as well as the damage done to the vehicle over and 
above the agreed “excess” amount. 

The “excess” amount will be paid by the party leasing the vehicle before
ASG Leasing covers any other vehicle costs. The “excess” amount can be
minimised with a small surcharge on the monthly lease.

Mileage Use
With ASG Leasing you get 25,000 KMs of use per year in your initial
package. This is usually more than enough to cover the yearly mobility
needs of our clients. In case more mileage is needed, then our clients
are able to pre-purchase it on a discounted price, or pay it at the end
of each year on a slightly higher price.

When pre-purchasing the mileage, there is the flexibility of paying
nothing extra if you do not make use of the specific threshold. 
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Maintenance and Service
The operational expenses of the vehicle are taken care by ASG Leasing.
Whether it is service, tyre change, oil change or a break-down, we will
take care of picking up the vehicle, fixing it and delivering it back to you.
During that down-time we will provide you with as similar vehicle in
order to minimise any disruptions to your business operation flow.

The only expense you will worry about is gas.
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Address
Franklin Roosevelt 86,
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Phone
25 819 500

Email
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Contact us
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